
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a beer. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for beer

Provide subject matter expertise for the Anaplan ABP program
Collaborates with Field Sales and Gold Network Distributors on training and
data capture in the program
Develops and implements a process to communicate the Gold Network
distributor award program, including check-in procedures to track progress
and ensure accuracy
Design & Refine - Ability to design learning and development programs that
directly or indirectly, move from instructor led session to online programs to
create a fully blended continuous learning development sessions
Measurement Strategy – Consistent measurement strategy across all Talent
Development programs
Oversees and coordinates the retail survey tool, Wholesaler Management
Standards, Market visit process and Cinco de Mayo Tours
Responsible for educating our sales teams on our high end selling stories and
processes
Work with Logistics and MPS teams to execute deployments in compliance
with cost savings initiatives (MOT, sourcing, postponement, capacity)
Develop and present new product forecasts run “what if” scenarios as
required
Maintains accurate CTF spend/budget information for special
events/incentives/premiums related to Business Unit Sales
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Able to travel regularly and stay overnight as business necessary
A Bachelor’s degree or job equivalent experience is required
Bachelor’s degree required with a minimum of 2 years experience in an
integrated forecast planning system environment
Completes high volumes of work with little oversight, focusing time and
effort on key tasks to bring projects to a successful resolution
Promotes cooperation and shared commitment to achieve goals and
deliverables collectively as a team
Effectively defines space management projects, their purpose and criteria for
success


